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Summary 

It is widely known that modeling and design are key activities in developing 
information systems. A good design model helps to achieve modularity and ease of 
evolution and maintenance. Unfortunately these aspects have often been neglected in 
the area of geographic information systems (GIS), as performance and accuracy issues 
have been favored instead of more conceptual ones. 
 
In this paper a survey of existing approaches for modeling and designing GIS 
applications is presented. The nature of design activities in GIS applications is first 
discussed; some notations and methods related with GIS design are then analyzed; 
finally an object-oriented approach, based on design patterns and integrating discrete 
and continuous data into an uniform design model is shown. 

1. Introduction 

The development of a GIS application involves four relevant activities: data input, data 
management, data manipulation and analysis, and data output. The major bottleneck is 
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generally found in the first step, since the acquisition of accurate data is critical for the 
operation; since this process is the most expensive in the whole development, design 
aspects are usually ignored. However, designing GIS is intrinsically difficult because of 
the characteristics of spatial information and the varied functionality that users need 
from these systems. They not only have to deal with complex domain and mathematical 
models (such as for example floods and their impact on cities and fields) as in 
conventional information systems; they also have to take into account the spatial nature 
of the information involved in these systems (see Spatio-Temporal Information Systems). 
Representing spatial information usually involves the acquisition, storage, and 
manipulation of geographical locations of real world entities. These locations cannot be 
manipulated as simple attributes; they subsume a set of aspects that are needed to obtain 
the expected application’s capabilities. For example, it is necessary to know the 
reference system in which locations should be interpreted; the treatment of positional 
attributes expressed in latitude/longitude is different from those defined in the Cartesian 
system. 
 
Locations should also be expressed depending on the individual aspects of the entity 
they represent: positions of entities whose geometry differ are usually defined in a 
different way. Depending on the application, entities might be static (i.e. their location 
does not change with time), or changes in their locations might be infrequent, or their 
location might change frequently or continuously, in which case it is necessary to 
manipulate their evolution (and therefore handle additional concerns, such as for 
example time). Representing locations also involves defining operations involving 
spatial objects: distances, area overlay, the union and intersection of areas, and so on. 
 
Finally positions, and as a consequence spatial objects, are related, and they are also 
related to other application entities (spatial or not). These relationships should clearly 
reflect the domain model and should be designed carefully. 
 
This work presents a discussion about the importance of conceptual modeling 
approaches in the GIS domain. Their use helps to produce clear and consistent designs 
in GIS applications. Section 2 discusses the different elements that have to be taken into 
account when working with geographical entities. Section 3 describes some of the 
mainstream modeling approaches targeted to the GIS domain. Section 4 presents a 
general framework for modeling and developing geographic applications. Finally, in 
Section 6 some concluding remarks are presented. 

2. Modeling GIS Applications: The Nature of Spatial Information 

As with entities in most information systems, entities in GIS applications should model 
entities in the real world; thus there is a set of relevant information related with these 
entities that should be represented in GIS software. This information consists of 
nonspatial and geographical data. For example, in a cadastral application, data about 
property owners (name, social security number, etc.) will be modeled, and when 
geographic information is considered, some additional data must be taken into account 
(the location of properties, for example) since it strongly defines the functionality of the 
system. 
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As said before, the representation of objects’ locations is crucial; however this task is 
not so easy. Locations are not merely numbers; they abstract complex objects, and 
usually additional information is needed to interpret and manipulate them. For example, 
there is a difference between manipulating objects in a Cartesian system (defined by 
two or three coordinates) and dealing with them in a geodetic system (which expresses 
coordinates as latitude/longitude/elevation). It is necessary to specify the reference 
system in which these numbers are expressed. A good modeling approach for dealing 
with locations is important in order to define application entities completely. 
There are two well-known approaches to dealing with spatial information: the raster and 
the vector models. In the raster model, the area of study is divided into regularly spaced 
cells; in each cell a code is assigned, indicating the value of the attribute. In the vector 
model, individual objects are classified according to their “shape”; this means that they 
are represented in terms of their “geometry”, for example as points (zero-dimensional 
objects), lines (one-dimensional objects) or polygons (two-dimensional objects). There 
are many data models targeted to describing objects depending on their geometry, such 
as the topological model, the spaghetti model, and TINs. 
 
Modeling locations also involves defining a set of operations for the manipulation of 
objects, such as calculating distances among objects. These operations depend on the 
geometry of objects and on the reference system in which the location has been defined. 
For example there is a difference in computing a distance between a point and a line or 
between a line and a polygon; there is also a difference if points are defined in a 
Cartesian system or in the Geodetic system. These operations are called topological 
operations and they are an essential part of a GIS application (see Cartographic 
Generalization: Interface Issues for more details on these structures). 
 
To integrate more realism into this model, let us say that the geographical world is not 
only represented by individual and discrete entities; many times a more comprehensive 
vision is needed. For example, in order to deal with climatic phenomena such as 
temperature, pressure, and rainfall the notion of continuity has to be considered, since it 
is necessary to know the value of a phenomenon at any location of the (continuous) 
region under study. To represent continuous information, it is usually necessary to 
perform a discretization process that leads to the representation of objects in term of 
points, lines and polygons (with further considerations to manipulate continuity). 
 
The discretization process involves storing only a set of values that result from sampling 
the phenomenon at different geographic locations (the sampled points) and using an 
estimation method for interpolation, calculating the values at those locations where the 
real value is unknown. To solve this problem, basically three main aspects need to be 
considered: the region under study, the estimation method, and the specification of the 
sample. (For additional details on conceptual modeling of applications, see Detail 
Filtering in Geographic Information Visualization.) 
 
The next section describes different geographic data design models and the way in 
which they represent each of these characteristics. As will be seen, several classes of 
models are centered on static, discrete aspects of the world, whereas the trend is to also 
encompass dynamic, continuous aspects. 
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3. Conceptual Modeling Approaches 

In this section some of the existing modeling approaches used to design geographic 
applications are described; the goal is to show how these approaches deal with the kind 
of data described in Section 2. Each approach is presented through the analysis of a 
specific proposal, which can be considered representative of the approach. 

3.1. Conceptual Modeling: The Entity-Relationship Approach 

Conceptual modeling in database design often makes use of a formal approach known 
as entity-relationship modeling. First presented comprehensively by Chen in 1976, but 
based on some older ideas, it is a means to organize and schematize information. We 
first present the formalism and then give an example that will be used often in this paper. 
In this formalism the basic components are: 
 
• entities 
• classes of entities 
• relationships between entities or classes of entities 
• attributes for both entities and relationships 
• cardinalities of relationships 
• integrity constraints 

 
 

Figure 1. Examples of entity-relationship diagrams. (a) Nomenclature for entity- 
relationship diagrams. (b) Example of a binary relationship. (c) Example of a ternary  

relationship. 
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An entity is a person, place, thing, or event. Mr. Green’s parcel, the building 2314, the 
car numbered 34 HP89, the flight 123, are entities in the real world. But as first 
illustrated in Figure 1, entities can be regrouped into classes.  
 
Relationships, definable for single entities or classes, are the associations between 
phenomena: for example the land parcel contains a house, the car has an owner, and the 
flight goes between Greenland and Fiji. Both entities and relationships can hold 
attributes, their special characteristics, such as the size of the parcel, the owner of the 
car, or the flight duration. 
 
Generally, an association is binary, that is, linking only two entities, but there may be 
more involved. The degree of relationship expresses this number of linkages. 
Cardinalities are expressed by four numbers defining the minimum and maximum 
number of entities occurring in a relationship, in both the forward and reverse senses. 
Usually the minima are 0 or 1; when the maximum is unknown, the letter N is used. In 
some special cases, one may need to use a summary statistic, for example the average 
number of vehicles. An integrity constraint can be defined as a predicate (value or 
symbol) that must be matched in order to confer integrity on the model. Integrity 
constraints can be applied to attribute values or to attribute definitions, but the most 
important are cardinality constraints. 
 
Consider a simple example dealing with proprietors and cars. A proprietor can own 
several cars (minimum 0 and maximum N), and cars can be owned by zero or one or 
more (joint owners) people. So the entity-relationship diagram can be designed as in 
Figures 1b and 1c. As attributes in this example, one can mention the owner’s name, his 
or her date of birth, and so on; the make of the car, or its license plate number. One can 
also consider attributes in the relationship such as purchasing dates. 
 
In the visual convention used here (Figure 1a), one of several in customary use, an 
entity or class of entities is depicted by a rectangle and a relationship by a circle or an 
ellipse linking two or more entities or entity classes. Attributes are shown as lists in the 
rectangle boxes, or attached to the relationship ellipses. Figure 1c illustrates a ternary 
relationship among three entity classes of student, course, and professor. More generally, 
it is occasionally necessary to deal with n-ary relationships, where n denotes the number 
of classes. 
 
A more comprehensive example, Figure 2, relates to a city containing land parcels as a 
principal spatial phenomenon. A description of parcels and streets (referred to here and 
later as our toy cadastre) and of landowners is prepared in entity-relationship form 
(Figure 3). A parcel is limited to the range from at least three up to N boundary 
segments; a street is limited to a minimum of two to an unknown upper limit of N 
segments. A segment can delimit one or two parcels and can border one street or none at 
all. Moreover, a segment is composed of two and only two end-points (vertices), and an 
end-point can be connected with one to many segments. Here, we can illustrate a 
cardinality constraint about segment cardinalities. That is, a segment can be bordered by 
two parcels or by one parcel and one street. In other words, the sum of cardinalities 
must always be equal to two. 
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Figure 2. An example of land parcels: toy cadastre. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. The entity-relationship diagram for land parcels. A: streets have edges 
(segments); B: parcels have boundaries (segments); C: line segments have two 

endpoints; D: parcels have owners, and people own land. 
 

The entity-relation modeling design approach (and its variations) is a general tool in the 
business world for designing databases. Only a handful of examples of its use for spatial 
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information systems have been published, suggesting limited use in spatial information 
systems design. (See Spatial Query Languages for one such example.) However, it 
would appear that the inherent complexity in spatial problems should lead to more use 
of design tools like these semantic data models, if only to come to grips with that 
complexity. Formalized data modeling can provide a basis for discussion and then 
refinement; and it is a structured foundation for designing a database by implementation 
techniques such as those discussed below. It is most valuable for complex situations, if 
only to reveal how complicated reality and user perceptions are. 

3.2. Models Based on Entity-Relationship Extensions 

A common kind of modeling approach is based on extending the entity-relationship (E-
R) model with specific constructs, to encompass spatial characteristics, in particular 
geographic attributes and relationships. This kind of approach is based on defining a 
conceptual model of the world in terms of entities (described by a set of attributes) and 
relationships among these entities. This leads to a rich model that can easily be 
implemented using a relational database. Since geographic applications always hold the 
specification of a set of spatial characteristics, like locations, description of geometry, 
topological properties, some extensions to the basic E-R model may be useful to model 
those features. 
 
An interesting example is the Giser data model that extends the enhanced entity-
relationship model (EER) to specify continuous fields. The EER model extends the 
basic E-R model with the concept of superclass/subclass and the related concepts of 
generalization/specialization and category; it also includes the mechanism of inheritance. 
 
The Giser model approach explicitly represents the discretization process used to unify 
the continuous and discrete visions of the world. Giser is based on four concepts: 
Space/Time, Features, Coverages, and Spatial Objects. “Features” represent geographic 
phenomena as continuous fields varying in space and time. A Feature instance might 
have a unique name (“proper Feature”) or might be identified by its location in space 
and time (“common Feature”). 
 
“Coverage” instances are the result of the discretization process of a Feature. They 
consist of a set of “Spatial Object” instances. Spatial Object instances, in turn, have an 
attribute representing a geometry and/or a topology. Finally, “Space/Time” objects 
specify the space and time a Feature or a Spatial Object occupies. 
 
The extended E-R model constitutes a good solution since it is simple to use and can 
easily be mapped to a commercial relational database. However, only static aspects are 
reflected since the model does not provide tools to represent dynamic characteristics 
such as the behavior of entities. 
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